
Arthur had a passion for Engineering because of hobbies held from a 
young age. He wanted the very best institution to help him take his 
passion further; Cambridge looked like the best option because it’s 
internationally renowned for it’s teaching. At 7 applications per place, it’s 
a heavily competitive course so he felt like he needed some help.

Max was Arthur’s first tutor. Max has a masters in Engineering from 
Jesus College, Cambridge. In his time there he also helped countless 
students with their academia. Together, Max and Arthur worked on his 
personal statement. Arthur was able to have unlimited redrafts so he 
could tweak as much as he wanted with Max’s assistance.

Oliver was Arthur’s second tutor. Oliver graduated with a double first 
from Cambridge and has been tutoring students since his IGCSE’s. 
Oliver’s role to Arthur was to prepare him for the ENGAA exam; a tough 
exam which heavily tests prospective student’s Maths and Physics skills. 
Arthur felt fairly confident with Part A, but the advanced Part B section 
was something he felt anxious about. Oliver provided Max with many 
past papers and worked through the first few papers with Max to ease 
him into the test. Eventually, Max did a practice paper as homework, 
then Oliver targeted his weakest areas so that Max would gain the most 
marks he could from the tuition.

Christina was Arthur’s final tutor. Christina is an international student at 
Cambridge. She has a double first in Engineering with a specialisation 
in Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering. Christina arranged for 
mock interviews with four different Engineering tutors who would each 
focus on a separate topic; Mathematics, Electrical Engineering, Structures 
and Mechanics, and Arthur’s Personal Statement. Each tutor gave highly 
detailed written feedback after each 30 minute interview. Before Arthur 
moved onto the next interview, Christina worked through the feedback 
given by each tutor. Arthur used these comments to improve his 
interviewing skill - this worked out to Arthur’s favour because, when it 
came to the real Cambridge interview day, he was able to use all the 
experience and nail his interview!
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“The interview practice gave me valuable experience that reading just can’t give!”
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